Anesthetizing fish may affect research outcomes
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Males of the livebearing tropical fish *Girardinus metallicus* are very aggressive when competing for mates. These males have yellow bodies, and males whose yellow is brighter and more saturated are more aggressive. A paper published in *The Journal of Fish Biology* shows that the commonly used fish anesthetics clove oil and tricaine methanesulfonate (MS222) affect color measurements obtained from digital images.

The researchers photographed the fish individually in a water-filled chamber without anesthetics, anesthetized with clove oil, and anesthetized with MS22 (in randomized order) and measured the hue, saturation and brightness of multiple body regions from digital images measured using computer software. They demonstrated that the anesthetics altered the hue (though it was always within the yellow range), increased the saturation and decreased the brightness of multiple body regions.

The alteration was likely due to rapid "physiological" color change, caused by the movement of structures called melanosomes inside melanin pigment-producing cells. When melanosomes disperse, the area appears dark, and when melanosomes aggregate, the area appears light. The anesthetics may have caused dispersion of melanosomes and consequent darkening of the yellow body regions.

The results that the authors report could be important for multiple disciplines, including behavioral studies with the goals of linking coloration to behavioral variation and comparing groups of fishes to understand the impacts of coloration on evolutionary fitness, studies aimed at understanding the physiological impacts of investment into color traits, and aquaculture studies attempting to characterize the quality of stocks based on coloration traits.
The authors suggest caution when using anesthetics to immobilize fish for certain color measurements. Instead, they advocate a method already employed by some researchers: photographing these types of fish in a small, water-filled chamber under controlled light conditions and with color standards to minimize movement while obtaining results more indicative of the color likely to be seen by other fish in the wild.
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